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Using stock images on your website are diluting your brand and
turning your customers away from your products and services.
Stock images sites were built on a premise that images are what
creates interest in your marketing and retains the attention of your
customers while informing them of your point of difference.
What we know about marketing now is that targeting your marketing
towards illustrating your point of difference is not what your
customers are tuning in to.
Your customers are much more interested in what you can do to
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Stock Images vs Real Images
In 2015 Vince Vaughan and Dave Franco co-starred in a movie
called Unfinished Business. In moment of art imitating life they did
a montage and photoshopped themselves in to a series of cheesy
stock images.
It was an hilarious pastiche on a series of overused stock photos
that were being used across countless business and diluting every
brand they were associated with.
On the next page you’ll see a series that might be familiar. If you’re
shots on your website look anything like these shots, it might be
time to remove them. They are hurting your brand!
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Now this one is my favourite with the business cards

The perennial pointing to a graph!

flying through the air an the hands chopped off!

Love the expression on Vince Vaughan’s face!

Now that we’ve had a good laugh at “Unfinished Business” series
of “stock images” you can see the effect stock images have on
the impression you are leaving on your audience.
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Stock Images ignored
Your audience are much more aware of the use of stock images

Companies spend a great deal of money and time on marketing and

than you give them credit for. They can tell when you use them on

making everything attractive. but what if those attractive images are

your website and they are consciously or sometimes subconsciously

the very thing that is making your customers click away in droves?

getting the impression you’ve got something to hide.
In the image at

Similarly, on social media your audience demand authenticity.

left the eye

Using stock images here screams a fakery that will not be tolerated.

tracking map

Research has shown that when businesses use images of their real

shows that

staff and premises/product they connect with their customers on a

people have

level that makes them more likely to do business with them

ignored the stock
image entirely.

6 years ago in 2010 Neilsen Norman Group an evidence-based user

The image is

experience research, training, and consulting firm performed a heat

probably not a

tracking study on photos as web content. In summary they found

professional one

“users pay close attention to photos and other images that contain

as the

relevant information but ignore fluffy pictures used to "jazz up" Web

composition is

pages.

poor and not
ideal.

• Some types of pictures are completely ignored. This is typically
the case for large images that are purely decorative.

It is typically put into the page as a place filler without too much
thought into why. On a page about how to apply it would have made

• Other types of pictures are treated as important content and
viewed with interest. Photos of products and real people (as

more sense to use an image of someone completing an application
form online or on paper.

opposed to stock photos of models) often fall into this category.

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/photos-as-web-content/
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Real Images = Real ConnecMon
Contrast the previous example
where the viewers ignored the
image with the images of real
people at right.
When the viewer is engaged with
images of real people they
connect. They even spend 10%
more time looking at the image
than they did reading the bios.

h?ps://thelogocompany.net/blog/infographics/psychology-color-logo-design/
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Stock Images vs Real Images case study
Michael Smith of Core Impact Health and Fitness studio
was looking to renew his marketing via his website and
target the right audience for his personal training studio.
Michael had a website using stock images and wasn’t
getting the engagement he was expecting to get.
He wanted to get across their point of difference and
personal approach to fitness and lifestyle coaching and
knew that his images were possibly not telling the story he
wanted to illustrate.
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Core Impact Health and Fitness
Core Impact Health and fitness had used some of their own images on their website within their gallery but the lighting was poor
and didn’t really connect with the professionalism of their brand, their website and their print marketing. They recognised a need
to get professional shots to really engage their audience.
“Merry Images photographed the spread
of programs and captured the care and
connection we have with our clients. She
showed our gym to be the close knit
community environment that our training
studio offers. This then created a bond
with our clients and accelerated our
membership drive.” Michael Smith
Showing authenticity in what you do will
always endear you to your audience
because of the genuine honesty it
conveys.
Historically “marketing” has had a
reputation of pulling the wool over
customers eyes. Stock images as seen
on the previous page is certainly follow
When you demonstrate to your audience your goods and services in their real environment, you create the relationship with them
that begins on the right foot and will extend to create a level of loyalty in your brand.
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Are your stock images being used in other brands?
My favourite references to poor use of stock images lie in the
pages of a blogpost
http://fairtradephotographer.blogspot.com.au/2010/03/microstockwhy-would-reputable-company.html
Here Chris Barton shows 11 seperate companies have used the
same stock image on their front page.
How can we trust companies when they are using a shot that has
been used in so many businesses. Not only is it a really poor idea
to pretend that your business is run by “cookie cutter” perfect
people.
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Real Images = Iconic Brands
Consider the biggest companies and the way they are using
images in their marketing.

Authentic to their brand, they

couldn’t be used anywhere other than in their marketing.
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Be true to your brand
The images you use will be deemed as relevant or
superfluous by your audience whether you intend it or not.

Using images that are authentic create connection a reason
to connect.

Ensuring they are not counting against you comes down to
being authentic with your brand.

Within 24 hour of his new images hitting social media and his

Josh Zuker, travel entrepreneur launched his website with
new studio photos and could not believe the response he got.

Using real images pays off! If you’re using stock images it’s
time to replace them with authentic images of your and your
team.
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new website people were engaging like never before!
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